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Paying with a smartphone is the payment system of the future for your
solarium, vitafloor or treadmill.
Through the app, users can check availability, book a time and pay for
their desired services
The smartphone connects to the device via Bluetooth.
When a payment is made, the app verifies the payment, sends a signal
to the machine and the machine is ready for use. As owner of a livery
or riding school, you indicate in advance how much you want the users
to pay. They pay a fixed price per minute.
All payments are kept in an administration system and once a month
there will be a paid out to your bank account and your payment invoice
will be uploaded to the Q-Line customer portal. A fixed fee per
transaction is charged for this service.
No administration, no hassle with coins, tokens or tickets. Q-Line can
track all transactions for you. In short, ideal for allowing your
customers to pay mobile for the use of the device.

Fee App
Cashless
Safe
Reliable to use
Administration free
Booking system
Splash proof

Characteristics
Safety:
The unit is splash proof.
Appearance:
The smartphone payment unit comes in a shock housing and has a power cord with plug and a cable to connect with
your device.
Maintenance:
Due to the technologically advanced design and the materials used, there is virtually no wear or corrosion, which means
that hardly any maintenance is required.
Quality mark:
All payment units are provided with the CE mark as standard, and meet all European safety requirements.
Transparent prices:
At Q-Line you pay a fixed amount on every transaction. No standard, service or internet costs.
Administration free solution:
Don't waste time on bookkeeping, collecting coins, replacing cards, or struggling with refunds.
Reliable and easy to use:

Q-Line has a stable and user-friendly app for the users, which accepts all telephone numbers and payment cards,
making paying with the smartphone super easy.

Specifications
Power supply

230 V

Housing

Plastic

Fixings

Included

Width

15 cm

Thickness

7 cm

Height

11 cm

Weight

2 kg

IP rating

65

Cable length

60 cm

Quality mark

CE

Switching capacity

0,25A

Time

Pre-settable

Transport weight

4 kg

Transport size

40x30x30 cm
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